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PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE AND
IRRECONCILABLE CONFLICT,

1953–1964  

THE ECONOMICS OF SUPERPOWER STATUS

During the 1950s the global economy not only recovered from the crises of the 1930s
and the Second World War but embarked on a period of sustained growth. World
industrial production came close to doubling between 1953 and 1963, a performance
which was repeated in the following decade. Equally important, until the early 1970s
annual growth rates actually increased as the global economy grew – an indication of
impressive levels of production, productivity, and consumption. Of course, growth
was unevenly distributed, but even the so-called LDCs (less developed countries) shared
to some extent in the economic boom (Kennedy 1988: 413–16).

What of the performance of the United States and the Soviet Union, relative to each
other and to other nations? The answer to this question is important because both powers,
despite the heavy emphasis on moral values in the public statements of both leaderships,
also subscribed in their different ways to materialist views of history. Waging the cold war
demanded high levels of production and productivity if a balance was to be struck between
‘guns and butter’. In one sense the problem was greater for the United States than for the
Soviet Union, since in a time of peace, as compared with the Soviet Union, there were
political limits to America’s capacity to divert production from civilian consumption to
military uses, a point noted in a Rockefeller Fund report published in 1958: ‘although the
rate of growth of these countries [the communist bloc] may slow down, the economic
superiority of the West will become less and less significant militarily at our present levels
of effort. By sacrificing the civilian sector of its economy, the Soviet Union has caught up
with the United States in major fields of technology’ (Rockefeller 1958: 16).

This statement indicates why the United States could not be content with raw
statistics which told a story of impressive Western growth. In any case, while the figures
were indeed striking, they also showed that other parts of the West were growing
faster than the United States. In absolute terms United States GNP grew (in constant
1958 dollars) from $355.3 billion in 1950 to $487.7 billion in 1960, representing an
average annual growth rate of 3.2 per cent. During the same period, however, Japan’s
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annual growth rate was 9.5 per cent and West Germany’s 7.8 per cent (Roskamp 1977:
58; Van der Wee 1987: 50). Just as telling was the decline in America’s share of world
GNP, from a high of around 50 per cent in 1945 to 25.9 per cent in 1960 (Kennedy
1988: 432). Clearly America’s relative decline was to be expected as the shattered
economies of Europe and Japan recovered from the war, and it was not yet apparent
how substantial Japanese and West European competition would prove to be. The
United States economy remained by a considerable margin the world’s largest, and
despite periodic minor recessions in the 1950s and early 1960s, the pattern of growth
was sustained at even higher levels in the 1960s until 1968.

An important structural change was taking place, however. While American exports
of capital and goods rose markedly, so also did imports, producing for the first time in
its history a balance of payments problem. The United States, wrote a prominent
contemporary economist, was becoming ‘daily more dependent upon the outside world
– in particular upon the raw-material producing countries’. Economic self-interest, no
less than political prudence, demanded that the United States increase exports, and
this could only be achieved by promoting ‘the rapid economic growth – and especially
the rapid industrial growth – of the raw-material producing countries’ (Drucker [1956]
1971: 557, 561). Economic isolation was at an end or, as later analysts would have it,
interdependence was becoming a fact of life.

Whatever qualms American policy-makers may have had about these developments,
they were dwarfed by concern about the Soviet Union. Thriving capitalist economies
after all meant markets for American goods and expanded possibilities for trade. Thriving
communist economies, and the sovietization of new regions, offered no benefits to
the United States and a potential contraction of the area of world free trade. The fact
that the Soviet economy had serious problems which were not exposed in a reading
of the gross statistics was less important than the perception that the Soviet Union
was an expanding economic power and hence an expanding political and military
threat. While there are doubts among Western observers about the validity of Soviet
economic statistics (Nove 1970: Appendix), nominally Soviet GNP grew at an annual
rate of 6.7 per cent between 1953 and 1958, exceeding the rates of all but Germany
and Japan, slowing to 5.2 per cent between 1958 to 1965 (Munting 1982: 132, 137).
Hidden behind these figures were slow rates of technological innovation and
development of new products, combined with inefficiency in production, and above
all a disproportionate growth of heavy industry as compared to consumer goods
(Munting 1982: 133). On the other hand, the Soviet Union was devoting an estimated
20–23 per cent of national income to investment, compared to the United States’ 12–
13 per cent (Mosely 1960: 416) and in the military and aerospace fields at least showed
itself capable of striking advances, as manifested in the launch of Sputnik in 1957. The
American perception was of an increasing momentum in Soviet economic growth, as
indeed was to some extent the case.

A worried Eisenhower wrote to his Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, in
December 1955 that the Soviets had apparently abandoned the Stalinist tactic of using
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force to achieve their objectives and had turned instead to economics, so that ‘it would
appear that we are being challenged in the area of our greatest strength’ (Ambrose
1984: 283). Six years later, in his famous speech to the 22nd Party Congress of the
Soviet Union, Khrushchev invoked Lenin’s formula, ‘communism is Soviet power plus
electrification’, and went on to predict that ‘in the current decade (1961–70) the Soviet
Union, in creating the material and technical basis of communism, will surpass the
strongest and richest capitalist country, the USA, in production per head of population’
(Daniels 1985, Vol. 1: 339).

Given our knowledge of the stagnation of Soviet growth in the 1970s and 1980s,
and its catastrophic decline in the 1990s, it takes an effort of imagination to reconstruct
the circumstances of the 1950s, during which communism appeared as a genuine
competitor to Western capitalism. The communist bloc did not at that time seem to
suffer unduly from its virtual detachment from the global capitalist system. On the
contrary, the Soviet bloc’s capacity to generate its own economic dynamic rendered it
immune from Western economic pressure.

American policy under Truman and Eisenhower in fact tended to reinforce the
separation of the two systems. A sequence of presidential initiatives, culminating in
the passage in 1951 of the Mutual Defence Assistance Control Act (popularly known
as the Battle Act), not only denied the Soviet bloc strategic materials but required the
President to ‘terminate aid to countries that exported goods to communist states of a
kind embargoed by the United States’. Moderate liberalization of this policy during
the Eisenhower administration under pressure from Britain, which was less inclined
to employ economic warfare for ideological purposes, left the essentials of the embargo
system in place. Even Kennedy, who favoured a more liberal policy, initially found
Congress firmly opposed to any easing of the highly restrictive terms of the legislation,
not surprising in the light of the sharp downturn in US–Soviet relations in 1961
following the unsuccessful American-backed attempt to unseat Fidel Castro in the Bay
of Pigs invasion. Only after the successful conclusion of the Cuban missile crisis and
the signing of the Test Ban Treaty was Kennedy sufficiently secure to challenge
Congressional conservatives and mount a relaxation of the strategic embargo policy.
The immediate outcome was an agreement to sell wheat to the Soviet Union, heralding
a significant shift in the overall framework of US–Soviet economic relations. While
exports to the Soviet Union did not increase dramatically, there was, as Alan Dobson
has put it, a ‘widespread realization . . . that the US embargo policy was harming the
United States more than the Soviet Union’. From then until the late 1970s, Dobson
concludes, ‘emphasis within the executive shifted away from having to justify taking
items off the embargo list to justifying keeping items on it’ (Dobson 1988: 601, 603–5,
613–14, 615).

That growing element of interdependence lay in the future. Meanwhile, in the
mid-1950s the superpowers were like two boxers sizing each other up and engaging
in those pre-fight verbal slanging matches which are designed to convince the public
as well as each other of their strength and will to compete. Of the two powers the
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Soviet Union had the greatest difficulties to surmount. Prior to the death of Stalin in
March 1953 the Soviet Union had experienced only one change of leadership – Stalin’s
assumption of power after Lenin’s death – and that had proved messy and drawnout.
It had taken four years (1924–28) for Stalin to acquire undisputed power, but in the
succeeding years he had stamped his imprint on every aspect of Soviet life. ‘Stalinism’
was more than a name for Stalin’s personal rule. It represented the form which
communist ideology had assumed as a result of his personal leadership. His death
therefore raised the question of the continuity of communist ideology within the
Soviet Union and the cohesion of the international communist movement itself. De-
Stalinization was to prove as momentous as the process of Stalinization had done.

DE-STALINIZATION AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM,
1953–1964

Between 1947, when the Cominform was established, and 1953, Eastern Europe, with
the exception of Yugoslavia, had undergone a thorough process of Stalinization. Stalin’s
death threw the issue of his management of the Soviet external and internal empire
into the melting pot. Though it was three years before Khrushchev’s momentous attack
on Stalinism and the cult of personality at the Twentieth Party Congress of 1956, cracks
within the Stalinist edifice were apparent from the moment the new leadership took
power. They emerged in the jockeying for position within the new leadership, a process
which over a period of two years eventually found Khrushchev as the dominant figure,
owing in large part to his tight control over the Communist Party. Even then it was not
until 1957 with his defeat of the ‘anti-Party’ group that his domestic position was
relatively secure. Casualties along the way included Lavrenti Beria, head of the Interior
Ministry and hence responsible for the NKVD (predecessor of the KGB or security
police). His peremptory removal and execution in July 1953 signalled a turning away
from Stalinist repression and it provoked ‘a flood of demands for the rehabilitation of
prisoners and victims of Stalin’s campaigns of terror’ (Medvedev 1982: 67).

The sidelining of Georgi Malenkov, who as Chairman of the Council of Ministers
(or Prime Minister) initially appeared to be Stalin’s chief successor, was a more complex
affair. Malenkov was tainted by his close friendship with Beria, but more importantly,
as far as Khrushchev was concerned, Malenkov was the leading advocate of the so-
called ‘New Course’ of economic reform which proposed a shift of emphasis from
heavy industry towards production of consumer goods. Khrushchev’s problem was
not with the policy itself but with Malenkov’s leadership of it. Khrushchev’s tactic,
cutting a long and devious story to its bare essentials, was initially to oppose the New
Course, use his leverage over the Party to exalt its power and purify its ranks, engineer
the removal of Malenkov, and subsequently adopt many of his policies (Crankshaw
1966: 192–7).

By the early months of 1955 the outlines of Khrushchev’s new agenda were
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becoming plain. His policies involved controlled political and economic liberalization,
coupled with the extension of these benefits to the People’s Democracies. Not that
they were always perceived as benefits by the Eastern bloc leaderships. After all, most
of them owed their positions and their allegiance to Stalinism and found that the new
policies undercut their own power by promoting internal dissent (Fejtö 1974: 33). In
any event, a pattern was emerging in the People’s Democracies featuring the nominal
institution of the separation of government power from Party power (the chief plank
of the call for collective leadership and the ending of the cult of personality), an
economic shift from heavy industry to consumer goods, and the rehabilitation of former
opponents of Stalinism. Moscow’s economic controls were also eased with the winding
up of the hated Soviet-controlled joint-stock companies, devised to integrate the Soviet
and East European economies.

The Soviet Union was treading a fine line. Going too far and too fast in this
direction risked destabilizing East European regimes and severing Moscow’s bonds
with the People’s Democracies. Not to follow through on the course already set in
Moscow risked inviting explosions of frustration which would have the same
destabilizing effect. The problem was compounded by the fact that conditions in
the Eastern bloc nations varied considerably. The liberalizing trend was much more
firmly rooted in Poland and Hungary than, for example, in Bulgaria or Albania. No
single formula could be applied to all. Crises in the Eastern bloc thus appeared in
succession and, despite the generally consistent aim of balancing change against
the need for continuity of the Soviet system, the crises were resolved in a piecemeal
fashion.

The potentially contradictory nature of Moscow’s priorities surfaced first in its
policies towards East Germany and Yugoslavia. East Germany’s critical location on
the geopolitical front line of the cold war left little scope for toleration of dissent
from the centre. A workers’ uprising in Berlin in 1953 against the repressive Ulbricht
regime was crushed by Soviet tanks, albeit with Moscow’s insistence that henceforth
Ulbricht should ‘follow the new course and acknowledge his mistakes through self-
criticism’ (Fejtö 1974: 37). Yugoslavia presented the opposite case of an independent
centre of communist power whose allegiance could be won only by efforts at
conciliation. Khrushchev personally undertook the rehabilitation of Tito on a visit
to Belgrade in 1955. It took place during a thaw in the cold war between the Soviet
Union and the United States, and was sandwiched between the signing of the Austrian
State Treaty and the opening of the Great Power summit conference in Geneva. In a
speech on his arrival in Belgrade Khrushchev ascribed the regrettable split of 1948
to the machinations of Beria and ‘other exposed enemies of the people’ (Daniels
1985, Vol. 2: 223).

However, while each side had an interest in repairing the split, each also wanted
things which the other party could not give. The Soviet Union, with one eye on the
People’s Republic of China, was concerned to reassert the leading role of the Soviet
Union and the essential indivisibility of the communist ideological bloc, albeit with
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the recognition that rigid Stalinist control was no longer viable over states which had
already achieved a measure of independence.

For his part, Tito firmly insisted that he could not subscribe to the Soviet concept of
a communist ideological bloc. ‘The partition of the world into ideological blocs’, the
Yugoslav Party newspaper editorialized during Khrushchev’s visit, was ‘not the path
that leads to peace.’ Behind this statement, Richard Lowenthal notes, lay a dispute
between Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union on the meaning of ‘co-existence’ with non-
communist powers: between the Soviet concept of ‘co-existence in the sense of some
temporary truce between hostile blocs, created by an ideological division’ and the
Yugoslav concept of ‘active co-existence’ or ‘the active co-operation of all countries
regardless of differences in their internal systems’ (Lowenthal 1964: 15). With differences
such as these there could be no real meeting of minds, and indeed the truce lasted a
bare two years. In the interim, however, Khrushchev’s ‘secret’ speech to the Twentieth
Party Congress in February 1956 sent a shock wave through Eastern Europe. It served
to foster diversity within the bloc – or ‘polycentrism’ as it came to be called – without,
however, defining clearly where its limits might lie.

Khrushchev’s speech was chiefly designed to consolidate his own reformist position
within the Soviet leadership and to discredit the residual Stalinist elements, represented
above all by Molotov, Minister for Foreign Affairs. The speech involved considerable
risks. Khrushchev after all was deeply implicated in Stalinism, having risen up through
the Party ranks through the period of the purges in the 1930s. There was also the
danger that excessive zeal in uncorking the bottle of Stalinism might expose the
emptiness of the Soviet system itself.

His strategy was twofold. He would firstly personalize his attack on Stalinism,
ascribing the violence, illegality, and repressiveness of the Stalinist regime to Stalin’s
‘cult of personality’. This in itself was shocking enough to his immediate audience and
to the wider communist world once the content of the speech was made known.
Stalin, he said, had originated the concept of the ‘enemy of the people’ and used it as
a device to engage in ‘the most cruel repression, violating all norms of revolutionary
legality’, and consigning thousands of loyal Party members to imprisonment or
execution. He had criminally decimated the officer corps of the Red Army through the
purges, leaving the Soviet Union fatally weakened in the face of the German invasion
of June 1941. The poor state of Soviet agriculture, the split with Tito, and numerous
other errors in Soviet domestic and foreign policy were all laid at Stalin’s door. The
recitation of detail was so relentless, the tone so impassioned, that it was perhaps not
immediately apparent how carefully circumscribed the charges were. Nothing was
said about the collectivization of agriculture between 1928 and 1933 and the
elimination of the Kulaks (rich peasants) which this involved. Nor, despite throwing a
floodlight on the purge of Party members and old Bolsheviks during the 1930s, did
Khrushchev address the wider issue of the terrorization of ordinary Soviet people.

Given the risks to his own position and the danger of discrediting the Soviet system
itself, it is not surprising that Khrushchev should have set limits to his exposure of
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Stalinism (Medvedev 1982: 88–9). He had done enough in any case to send a shiver
through communist nations and communist parties around the world. His task was to
balance his attack on Stalinism with a restoration of the legitimacy of Marxism–
Leninism in a purified, non-Stalinist form. Hence the second element of his strategy,
one followed several decades later by Mikhail Gorbachev during the first years of his
rule: the recourse to Leninism as the true fount of Soviet communism. ‘It is necessary’,
Khrushchev announced, ‘to restore completely the Leninist principles of Soviet socialist
democracy, expressed in the Constitution of the Soviet Union, to fight willfulness of
individuals abusing their power’ (Daniels 1985, Vol. 1: 323, 327).

The repercussions of Khrushchev’s speech were felt within a short time throughout
the Eastern bloc, but particularly in Poland and Hungary. The constellation of competing
forces in both countries was similar, though the outcomes were very different. Three
elements were in contention: a Stalinist leadership, liberal opposition leaders who
had been rehabilitated since Khrushchev’s February speech, and popular workers and
student movements supported by prominent intellectuals. Initially also, the pattern of
events in both countries showed significant parallels. Public demonstrations, bloodily
put down by troops, were followed by pressure on the Stalinist leaderships to stand
down. In the Polish case, however, the new ‘liberal’ leader, Wladislav Gomulka, was
able to maintain control of the popular movement and avoid military intervention by
the Soviet Union, if only by the skin of his teeth. In part this was because Gomulka had
a firmer base of support in the Party and the factories than was the case with his
Hungarian counterpart, Imre Nagy (Fejtö 1974: 95). It was in part also because Gomulka
showed no signs of wanting to go as far as the new Hungarian leadership in
disassociating his country from the Soviet Union. Nor was it realistic for Poland to
seek separation, given the extent to which the post-war border changes had left it
beholden to the Soviet Union for its security. Finally, as the crisis in Poland resolved
itself in late October 1956, Soviet troops were crushing the rebellion in Budapest and
demonstrating what Poland’s own fate would be, should the Polish leadership fail to
control the popular movement.

Nagy’s fate was to be installed in power in Hungary at a time when the momentum
of the uprising was reaching its peak and when the Communist Party itself was the
chief target of the rebels. Within days of Nagy’s appointment as Prime Minister on 23
October, after attempting to hold out against the more extreme demands of the rebels,
he yielded to the revolutionary momentum, announcing the establishment of a
multiparty system, withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact (created only the year before),
and complete Hungarian independence and neutrality. The sequel was inevitable. On
4 November the Soviet tanks moved in. ‘Separate paths to socialism’ was never meant
to sanction rank defection. Even the Chinese, who had supported Nagy prior to the
announcement of his full de-sovietization plans, balked at the idea of a parliamentary-
style ‘neutral’ Hungary. Austrian neutrality, established only the previous year, showed
that this could only mean an orientation towards the West. More surprising perhaps
was Tito’s initial endorsement of Soviet intervention, which Khrushchev had been
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particularly anxious to gain. The reopening of the Soviet–Yugoslav split arose not out
of the Soviet action itself, but from the subsequent Soviet treatment of Nagy. Having
sought refuge in the Yugoslav Embassy in Budapest, Nagy was then snatched by Soviet
agents as he was being driven to the airport for a flight to Belgrade. Over Yugoslav
protests Nagy was brought to trial and shot. ‘The whole deplorable episode’, writes
Roy Medvedev, ‘led to a worsening of relations between the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia’
(Medvedev 1982: 109).

The fruits of these events in Poland and Hungary were somewhat paradoxical. Having
established the outer limits of polycentrism for these nations, and by implication for
others inclined to enter on the same course, Poland and Hungary were permitted,
indeed encouraged, to develop the most liberal economic and political systems of all
those in Eastern Europe. As François Fejtö points out, in Hungary ‘it became evident
that Stalinist methods of repression had been used, not to restore Stalinism, but to
institute a Khrushchevist regime similar to Gomulka’s’ (Fejtö 1974: 122–3). The most
oppressive Eastern European regimes remained those, such as Albania, Romania, Bulgaria,
and Czechoslovakia, which were in least need of the hand of Soviet oppression. This
did not prove to be an unmixed blessing for the Soviet Union. While Bulgaria remained
for historical reasons the staunchest of Moscow’s allies, in Czechoslovakia de-
Stalinization proved only to have been delayed rather than comprehensively checked,
as the events of 1968 would prove. Albania and Romania, on the other hand, were able
to exploit the split between the Soviet Union and the PRC which developed after
1957 to manoeuvre themselves into more independent positions with respect to
Moscow. From the time of Khrushchev’s 1956 speech until his removal from the
Kremlin in 1964 relations with Communist China were never far from the top of his
political agenda.

In retrospect it seems incredible that it was believed two nations with such different
histories, cultures, and geopolitical interests as China and the Soviet Union could be
anything but rivals. Hindsight, however, must yield at least provisionally to an
understanding of contemporary perceptions and aspirations if the story of the split is
to be comprehended. From the Western, and particularly the American point of view,
any suggestion that it might be possible to drive a wedge between the two communist
powers confronted the reality that they aspired to unity within the international
communist movement and that they had signed a mutual security treaty at a critical
moment when the West was still struggling to absorb the implications of the Chinese
Revolution. As the split developed in the late 1950s and even as it went public in the
early 1960s, it was regarded by most except academic specialists as ‘noises off’, a
sideshow to the centre-stage drama of East–West conflict.

It is a mistake to view the split as purely ideological but it is equally erroneous to
regard it simply as the result of clashing national and geopolitical interests. These
elements were inseparable. The ideological intensity of their struggle from the late
1950s onwards certainly bore the marks of a theological dispute, each side regarding
the other’s version of Marxist-Leninism as heretical. On the other hand, differences of
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perspective on pragmatic policy issues were evident, as we saw in Chapter 5, as early
as the Korean War. These increased as the People’s Republic of China consolidated its
revolution and aspired to its own role within world communism. Indeed, ideology
and national interest were both present in the ambition of each ‘to be the leader, to
wield the greatest influence, if not actually to dominate world Communism’ (Low
1976: 25).

If there was one issue which brought into focus the differences between the two
nations, it was the campaign which Mao Zedong began to mount in 1958 against
Soviet ‘revisionism’ – in essence everything associated with de-Stalinization within
the Soviet Union and peaceful coexistence abroad. Mao’s campaign represented a
sudden turn from his earlier let a hundred flowers blossom’ movement which had
been broadly in line with Soviet liberalization. The shift occurred initially for domestic
reasons, chiefly because of the growth of discontent within the Party and the country
at agricultural collectivization, discontent which his ‘hundred flowers’ policy had
allowed to flourish (Deutscher 1970: 144–9). The ‘Great Leap Forward’ of 1958 was
designed both to restore Mao’s control of the Party and to institute a new form of
agricultural organization based on the commune, a system of regimentation which
went beyond anything contemplated even by Stalinist collectivization. More importantly,
Mao’s new course involved a doctrinal departure from the orthodox Soviet
interpretation of Marxist-Leninism. Mao claimed that China could bypass the
intermediate stage of socialism on the road to communism and move directly to
communism itself. Moreover, as Klaus Mehnert observed in one of the first extended
analyses of the Sino–Soviet split, ‘with the “Great Leap Forward” Peking was at last to
make up for the bitter experiences of the recent past, during which it had to be content
to play second fiddle in the Communist bloc and to be a grateful pupil of the complacent
Russians’ (Mehnert 1964: 384).

During the next four years this explosion at the core of communist doctrine spread
out in waves until by the end of 1962 the crust of the international communist
movement itself was effectively broken. The process took place largely in Communist
Party Congresses and bilateral Soviet–Chinese meetings, only fragments of which were
visible to the outside world. Furthermore for much of this time it was carried on in
code, neither side wanting to provoke an irrevocable separation. While Khrushchev
fulminated against ‘dogmatism’ (code for Mao’s failure to recognize changing realities),
Mao attacked ‘revisionism’ (code for Khrushchev’s betrayal of revolutionary Marxist-
Leninism). Both sides chose to deflect their attacks by directing them onto third parties:
Mao onto Tito and Titoism and Khrushchev onto Albania, which by 1960 was detaching
itself from the Eastern bloc and moving towards China (Crankshaw 1963: 66–7).

On international policy there was a steady drift away from the ringing statements
of unity in the ‘Moscow Declaration’ of 1957 which had asserted that the struggle for
peace was the ‘foremost task’ of the communist parties (Daniels 1985, Vol. 2: 249).
Within a short time Mao regarded Khrushchev’s peaceful coexistence and summitry
with the United States as the appeasement of imperialism. Indeed, according to one
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historian, at the root of the Sino-Soviet split was Mao’s fear ‘of a Soviet-American
accommodation at [China’s] expense’ (Zagoriu 1967: 21–2). The Soviet Union’s refusal
to help China develop its own nuclear weapons was a particular bone of contention,
as was, from Khrushchev’s point of view, Mao’s increasing tendency to adopt positions
on key international issues which were at variance with those of the Soviet Union.
Among these was Mao’s rejection of Khrushchev’s sudden shift in 1959 towards support
for De Gaulle’s solution for ending the Algerian War; another was Mao’s attack on
Moscow’s backing for Nehru in India’s dispute with Tibet, a conflict in which China
had a direct interest of its own. More generally, China was consistently promoting
communist militancy in the Third World at a time when the Soviet Union was content
to back ‘bourgeois’ leaders so long as they espoused neutrality in the cold war
(Crankshaw 1963: 91, 126–7; Deutscher 1970: 263). In short, both on the central issue
of relations with the West and in Third World conflicts China presented an open
challenge to Soviet leadership of the international communist movement. Despite
periodic efforts at accommodation, by early 1963 both sides were openly
acknowledging the split, each claiming to be the true heir of Marx and Lenin (Crankshaw
1963: 136–7). If the implications of this earthquake in international communism were
largely unappreciated in the West, the reason must lie in the tenacity of its conviction
that communism was one thing wherever and whenever it appeared.

THE EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION AND THE NEW SOVIET
LEADERSHIP

It is only one of the many ironies in the story of US–Soviet relations that the post-
Stalin liberalization in the Eastern bloc should occur at a time when the new leadership
in the United States was embarking on a more aggressive cold war stance. Eisenhower’s
vocal and determined Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, indicated at the outset of
the new administration that he had serious reservations about the containment policy
he had inherited from Truman. In his Senate confirmation hearing as Secretary of State
he spoke of the need for the ‘liberation of these captive peoples’ of Eastern Europe. A
year later he introduced the concept of ‘massive retaliation’ as a means of deterring
potential aggressors. ‘The way to deter aggression’, he said, ‘is for the free community
to be willing and able to respond vigorously at places and with means of its own
choosing.’ Both these priorities, which constituted the main planks of the so-called
‘New Look’ policy of the Eisenhower administration, were premised upon a
dissatisfaction with the supposed negativity and passivism of Truman’s containment.
Containment held out no hope for rolling back communism or creating peace: ‘we
shall never have a secure peace or a happy world so long as Soviet communism
dominates one-third of all the peoples that there are’. Nor did containment enable the
West to seize the initiative in the cold war so long it meant ‘in the main emergency
action, imposed on us by our enemies’ (Smith 1964: 648, 650, 651).
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Taken at face value, the New Look represented a radical break with the Truman
years. As we shall see in Chapter 7, there are some grounds for accepting this view in
relation to nuclear policy, though even here there are strong elements of continuity. In
the area of US relations with the communist world, despite Dulles’s rhetorical flourishes,
liberation proved impossible to implement. As the tanks rolled into Budapest, the United
States voiced loud protests but did nothing beyond accepting thousands of Hungarian
refugees. Whatever modifications it underwent, containment remained the cornerstone
of US policy.

If, as has recently been suggested, 1953 represented a ‘lost opportunity’ to end the
cold war, why was it not seized (Bialer and Mandelbaum 1988: 41ff.)? Firstly, as was
the case some three decades later on Gorbachev’s assumption of power, there was
much American scepticism about the capacity and the willingness of the Soviet leopard
to change its spots. Furthermore, the new leadership was largely an unknown quantity,
and what was known was hardly encouraging. Molotov, Stalin’s closest associate during
the period of the sovietization of Eastern Europe, remained in his post as Foreign
Minister. Early events, such as the suppression of the uprising in East Berlin within a
few months of Stalin’s death, also invited doubts about the liberal character of the
new regime.

A second set of factors arose from domestic issues within the United States. Electoral
politics in 1952 dictated that the Republican Party distance itself from the Democrats’
foreign policy agenda. Besides, the Congressional elections returned Republican
majorities in both houses in 1952, offering the chance, so it appeared to some
Republican leaders, to reverse the West’s ‘losses’ in the cold war. An indication of the
thinking of the Republican Old Guard is provided by its efforts during Eisenhower’s
first month in office to push a resolution through Congress repudiating the Yalta
agreement and following it up with action to free the peoples of Eastern Europe.
Eisenhower resisted this move, since he felt it would tie his hands in negotiations with
the Soviets and incline them to block settlements on outstanding problems such as
Austrian neutrality and the German question. In the event the resolution died with
Stalin, but it was a foretaste of the struggles which Eisenhower would have with
Congressional conservatives, Democrat as well as Republican, throughout his period
of office (Ambrose 1984: 65–7). Like Khrushchev, Eisenhower had to keep looking
over his shoulder as he planned his foreign policy moves.

The third constraint on American policy-makers was built in to the mind-set which
they brought to relations with the Soviet Union. Perceptions of the global ideological
conflict born in the first phase of the cold war could not be discarded at the drop of a
hat. Psychologists have established the powerful resistance which an idée fixe can
offer to empirical changes in the real world. The result is what might be called
‘ideological lag’: a delay in response time to changes which might tend to disprove the
postulates of the established mind-set. The point, of course, is equally applicable to
Soviet policy-makers. In their case they were presented in Dulles’s rhetoric with what
they could only view as confirmation of their perception of American aggression.
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The final point to be considered is the overarching structural or systemic condition of
cold war rivalry. If anything, given its economic growth and nuclear weapons development,
the Soviet Union was a more potent rival of the United States in the mid-1950s than it had
been in 1945. The addition of China to the communist bloc in 1949 weighed heavily in the
scales of the cold war, particularly since, in the light of ideological lag, the United States
was slow to see the developing Sino–Soviet split and to recognize its implications. During
the 1950s and early 1960s, it could be said, the cold war became institutionalized in the
form of the geopolitical division of Europe, the alliance systems, the arms race, and habits
of mind which extended out from these central points to the whole globe.

None of these factors meant that there was no scope for change in US–Soviet
relations. Any tendency to stasis or equilibrium was always liable to be upset by the
movement of events, and within the limits set by continuities in the system individual
policies and policy-makers could make a difference. Khrushchev’s volatile personality,
in combination with his obvious commitment to breaking the Stalinist mould in
domestic and foreign policy, was undoubtedly a factor in achieving such
accommodations with the United States as were arrived at during this period. But
Khrushchev’s brashness also gave rise to moments of serious crisis. On the American
side Dulles’s Wilsonian moralism and tendency to extreme statement was tempered
by Elsenhower’s generally more pragmatic style, though he, like Khrushchev, was also
capable of the politics of grand gesture. Moreover, as recent scholarship on Eisenhower
has shown, despite appearances Eisenhower maintained a firm hand over foreign policy
and was in his way as confirmed a cold warrior as his publicly more forceful Secretary
of State (Greenstein 1982: 89; Ambrose 1984: 442; Rabe 1988: 174).

TOWARDS THE GENEVA SUMMIT

The convening of the Geneva summit of July 1955 was testimony less to the sudden
emergence of a spirit of conciliation than to a certain logic of events. The events
contained both positive and negative elements, but all seemed to indicate the need for
a high-level acknowledgement that in important respects the climate of the cold war
had changed.

Three developments are important in understanding the background to the summit.
The first was the growth since Stalin’s death of a new and more flexible Soviet approach
to diplomacy, which had repercussions in Asia and Africa as well as in Europe. In line
with de-Stalinization at home Khrushchev launched a three-pronged foreign policy
offensive based on ‘peaceful coexistence’, the abandonment of the idea of the
inevitability of war with capitalism, and the promotion of revolution in the Third World
through peaceful means, all of which indicated, as Robert Tucker suggests, ‘the
tremendous emphasis upon the function of persuasion’ rather than force in the new
diplomacy (Tucker 1972: 238).

In Asia, Soviet pressure on North Korea had been an influence on the conclusion of
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the armistice in July 1953, and at the Geneva Conference on Indo-China in 1954 once
again Soviet (and Chinese) pressure had been instrumental in producing agreements
which, if only temporarily, brought an end to the fighting in Vietnam. In Europe the
fruits of the new diplomacy were manifested in Soviet agreement in May 1955 to the
ending of the Four-Power occupation of Austria and its establishment as a neutral,
independent state. The breaking of the diplomatic log-jam over Austria which, as
Townsend Hoopes has written, ‘had been an explicit American test of Russian good
intentions for several years’, cleared a large obstacle in the way of a summit meeting
(Hoopes 1974: 293).

The second major development bearing on the Geneva summit was the growing
cohesion of the communist bloc, short-lived as it proved to be. In a striking departure
from Stalin’s reluctance to leave Soviet soil, Khrushchev made a visit to China in
September 1954 during which he returned Port Arthur and the Chinese Eastern Railway
to the People’s Republic, and negotiated an agreement to supply China with large
quantities of capital goods. In May 1955 he made his fence-mending visit to Belgrade.
In short, by mid-1955 the communist bloc appeared united and buoyant. Khrushchev,
furthermore, having seen off Malenkov earlier in the year and consolidated his position
within the leadership, felt secure enough to embark on a major diplomatic move. The
Americans for their part had an interest in establishing precisely who was in control
in the Soviet Union and in testing the extent of the Soviet commitment to a resolution
of US–Soviet differences. At the summit itself Eisenhower made it his business to probe
into these issues, and he satisfied himself that indeed Khrushchev was pulling the
policy strings and that he was seriously interested in moving closer to the United
States (Ambrose 1984: 262–6).

The third and perhaps overriding set of considerations affecting the summit were
the related issues of the nuclear arms race and security in Europe. The race to produce
the hydrogen or thermo-nuclear bomb had followed swiftly on the Soviet atom test of
August 1949. According to recent statements by Soviet scientists, they won the thermo-
nuclear race, achieving a hydrogen bomb test in August 1953 ahead of the Americans.
The American thermo-nuclear explosion conducted in 1952, it is pointed out, was
only a ‘device’, not a true bomb (Khariton and Smirnov 1993: 29). In any event the
prospect was of a spiralling arms race and strategic deadlock.

In such circumstances peace was hardly a luxury but an urgent necessity. Besides
their genuine and almost visceral distaste for the destructive power of nuclear weapons,
both Eisenhower and Khrushchev had economic reasons for wanting to check the
arms race. Eisenhower, a convinced budget balancer, fought a continuous battle with
the Defense Department and the Joint Chiefs of Staff to limit defence spending. In this
he largely succeeded, though ironically at the price of heavy reliance on nuclear
weapons. Nuclear weapons, as one of his aides put it, provided ‘a bigger bang for the
buck’. Khrushchev, who required substantial conventional forces to police the Eastern
bloc and defend its borders, needed to cut costs in order to promote his internal
economic reforms. A nuclear arms race would put that priority seriously at risk.
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The situation in Europe, above all in Germany, provided a further incentive to come
to terms. In 1954, despite strenuous promotion by the Eisenhower administration of a
free-standing European defence pillar to complement the Atlanticist emphasis of NATO,
the proposal for a European Defence Community (EDC) collapsed in the face of French
objections. The EDC had been designed originally as a means both of promoting European
integration (including a rearmed West Germany) and encouraging Europe to take greater
responsibility for its own defence. Following the French repudiation of the plan, Dulles
threatened an ‘agonizing reappraisal’ of the American commitment to Europe, but the
chief effect of the French action was to make the United States even more insistent
upon the rearmament of West Germany and its admission to NATO (Cromwell 1992: 7–
12). In May 1955 the Federal Republic of Germany was admitted into NATO and
rearmament begun, following lengthy and disputatious negotiations during which the
United States managed to convince France that its defence against possible German
resurgence would be guaranteed by a large and permanent commitment of American
troops to Western Europe. This was precisely the outcome which Soviet diplomacy had
sought to forestall, and failure to do so left the Soviet Union with little alternative but to
accept the fact and respond in kind by formalizing its defence of Eastern Europe in the
shape of the Warsaw Pact, established also in May 1955. If this meant that there was little
chance of serious progress on the reunification of Germany – still nominally the policy
of both sides – at least the lines were clearly drawn.

Given the contradictory nature of the evidence regarding Soviet intentions, it is not
surprising to find a certain reluctance among Eisenhower’s advisers to engage in
negotiations with the Soviet Union. Dulles was sceptical about the value of the summit
before it happened and remained so afterwards. Eisenhower had his doubts too, but
the nuclear issue was probably decisive in his decision to agree to the meeting. Strong
pressure also came from Britain, where an election was due in May. Anthony Eden,
Churchill’s successor as leader of the Conservative Party, hoped to campaign on the
basis that he had helped bring about peace. ‘Eisenhower’s readiness to help Eden’,
observes Hoopes, ‘was a key factor in Washington’s ultimate willingness to go to the
summit’ (Hoopes 1974: 287).

THE GENEVA SUMMIT

The summit itself perhaps inevitably served to illustrate the chasm between East and
West on the key issue of Germany and, more generally, on the ideological divide between
communism and capitalism. In his opening statement Eisenhower proposed a reunified
Germany, free elections, and Germany’s right to choose its own means of security –
implying that it could join NATO. He also wanted to discuss the Soviet Union’s failure
to implement the Yalta agreement, doubtless knowing that there was slim hope of the
Soviets’ willingness to yield any ground. His broad attack on the Soviet Union’s efforts
to spread communism around the world was likewise somewhat speculative – a matter
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of setting out the West’s maximum demands rather than a realistic negotiating position.
Khrushchev responded similarly, advocating a demilitarized and neutral Germany, and
rejecting any suggestion that the conference could discuss Soviet ‘internal affairs’,
meaning the status of Eastern Europe (Eisenhower 1963: 515–16; Ambrose 1984: 264).
In the event, the final communiqué of the conference papered over these differences
and in the case of Germany produced a formula which appeared to represent agreement
on the principle of free elections. No procedures were laid out for progress towards
this goal, however, and given the pre-conference moves towards a hardening of the
lines between the two parts of Germany – the East’s inclusion within the Warsaw Pact
and a rearmed West brought into NATO – the communiqué’s vague phrases bore little
relation to the reality.

The Geneva summit, however, is generally remembered not for its effective
ratification of a divided Europe and a divided Germany but for Eisenhower’s startling
‘open skies’ proposal. It was launched in the context of deadlock over the issue of
mutual inspection of each other’s armaments as a step towards disarmament and the
lowering of military tension. Soviet proposals were limited to fixed ground inspection
points, which, as Eisenhower noted, could easily be bypassed both by air and ground
forces. Could not both sides agree, Eisenhower said, to aerial inspection coupled with
an exchange of blueprints covering the character and location of all military installations
both within their territorial boundaries and in overseas bases? Detailed regulations
would govern the operating heights, routes, and frequency of flights, and, perhaps
most daringly of all, ‘each plane would be authorized to include in its crew one or
more representatives of the nation under inspection’ (Eisenhower 1963: 520).

Eisenhower had hoped for maximum surprise, and he certainly achieved it. The
room broke out into spontaneous applause and his proposal was quickly endorsed by
Britain and France. The Soviet response was initially encouraging. Bulganin, the Soviet
Prime Minister, felt that the plan had ‘real merit’ and assured the conference that his
delegation would give it close and sympathetic consideration. During an adjournment,
however, Khrushchev told Eisenhower, ‘I don’t agree with the Chairman [Bulganin]’, a
retort which convinced Eisenhower of ‘the identity of the real boss of the Soviet
delegation’. The open skies proposal made no further progress and in the final
communiqué all parties merely agreed ‘to work together to develop an acceptable
system of disarmament through the Subcommittee of the United Nations Disarmament
Committee’ (Eisenhower 1963: 521, 527).

If the value of the conference is measured by practical consequences in the form of
hard agreements then it can hardly be called a success. If, however, one views it as the
beginning of a dialogue, the significance of which lay in the talking itself, then it can be
said to have served a purpose in reducing tension. The open skies proposal illustrated the
temptation and the dangers of trying to go too far too fast. While there seems no reason to
doubt Eisenhower’s sincerity in making the offer, it could not have escaped his attention,
or Khrushchev’s, that the United States was ahead in the field of aerial inspection. The U-2
‘spy plane’ was in an advanced stage of development and with its capacity to fly at over
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70,000 feet would be immune to attack, given the current state of anti-aircraft technology.
In this respect the open skies idea fell foul of the uneven rates of development in military
technology achieved at turns by each side in the cold war. Within only two years the Soviet
launch of Sputnik would provoke a similar disinclination on the part of the United States
to enter into negotiations to slow the arms race. As the record of the test-ban negotiations
would prove, such agreements could only be reached after long and painstaking preparation
and in carefully limited areas. (These are discussed in Chapter 7.)

CRISIS AND ITS MEANING, 1956–1961

When viewed from the perspective of the second half of the 1950s and the early
1960s, 1955 appears a year of exceptional calm and perhaps unrealistic hopes. Within
a short time the dynamics of superpower competition had re-established themselves
and the word ‘crisis’ became charged with new meaning as events unfolded: from the
crises over the Chinese offshore islands, Quemoy and Matsu, in 1954 and again in
1958, to the suppression of the Hungarian revolt and the Suez crisis in 1956, to the
launch of Sputnik in 1957, the Berlin crisis of 1958–9 (only to re-emerge in Kennedy’s
first year of office), the Cuban revolution of 1959 and its sequels in the Bay of Pigs
invasion (1961) and the missile crisis (1962). In the light of the Geneva summit agenda
– Germany and European security, the nuclear arms race, and promotion of East–West
dialogue – the above events represent a seemingly comprehensive failure of the exercise
to reduce tension. Why did the impetus towards accommodation represented by the
Geneva summit prove so fragile?

Excessive hopes about the effectiveness of high level personal diplomacy must
count for something. It could hardly have been expected that this first excursion into
summitry since the Potsdam conference could do much more than clarify the areas of
difference between the powers. The post-summit litany of crises illustrates the complex
dialectic which existed in this period between the urge to resolve tension and the
desire to reap maximum national advantage in the highly competitive superpower
relationship. Furthermore, the days were gone when the superpowers could hope to
dispose of a range of problems over which increasingly they had only indirect control,
above all in the Third World. They had difficulties enough with the issues which lay
directly within their own domain, such as the arms race and Germany. The bilateral
relationship was increasingly subject to multiple cross-cutting pressures which raised
the stakes of the cold war without necessarily supplying the superpowers with the
means of matching them.

The ‘spirit of Geneva’ may have contained a large element of illusion, but both
sides nevertheless aspired to sustain it. Geneva did at least establish the principle that
high level contact was of some value in confirming the desire of each side to avoid the
worst possible outcome of tension between them – nuclear war. Eisenhower and
Khrushchev met next at Camp David near Washington in 1959, during which they
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engaged in lengthy and seemingly good-natured reminiscences about their wartime
experiences, besides laying the groundwork for a future summit to be held in Paris the
following year.

The Paris summit itself, however, proved the frailty of reliance on personal diplomacy,
however well-intentioned. The shooting down of an American U-2 over the Soviet Union
a few days before the meeting was due to open destroyed the summit. Questions can be
raised about the good faith of both sides in this incident. Why did Eisenhower allow an
inevitably provocative U-2 flight to take place at this critical moment and, once it had
been shot down, refuse to take the option Khrushchev offered him of denying knowledge
of the flight? Why for his part did Khrushchev choose to shoot it down (there had been
many other such flights) and subsequently release the information to the world in a way
which caused the Americans maximum embarrassment?

Khrushchev’s motives in this incident are obscure. One plausible suggestion is that
his action was related to the growing Soviet dispute with China, which in the early
months of 1960 was markedly stepped up with the publication in Peking of a strident
manifesto entitled ‘Long Live Leninism’. It took the form of a barely disguised attack
on Soviet ‘revisionism’. Khrushchev may have calculated, in the light of the damage a
split with China would cause in the communist bloc as a whole, that he had more to
gain at this juncture by a tough policy towards the United States. This seems likely,
particularly if one accepts Edward Crankshaw’s judgement that ‘from 1960 until the
end the course of Khrushchev’s career was dominated by the Chinese quarrel’
(Crankshaw 1966: 272–3).

An equally strong influence on Khrushchev’s actions may have been anxiety about
domestic pressure, particularly from his generals, who were concerned that
Khrushchev’s attempts to reach accommodation with the United States and his
proposed reductions in Soviet conventional forces were undermining the Soviet Union’s
defence. Taking a tough stand in this instance was therefore designed to placate his
critics and to secure his own political base (Beschloss 1986: 376–7, 381). For his part,
Eisenhower evidently made the decision to go ahead with the flight at this critical
time on the advice of officials such as the Secretary of Defense and the CIA Director
whose interests were narrowly military and who were not inclined to question the
possible effects of this form of intelligence-gathering on the political relationship with
the Soviet Union. Eisenhower later conceded that this had been a lapse of judgement
on his part (Beschloss 1986: 370).

In his thorough investigation of the U-2 incident Michael Beschloss concludes that
both governments were responsible for ‘the shattering of détente’. A basic gap in their
perception of the significance of the flights lay at the root of the problem. Eisenhower,
believing that the Soviets had come to accept that they could do nothing about the
flights, saw no reason not to authorize another. Moreover, he could not take advantage
of Khrushchev’s offer of a way out – i.e. acknowledging that the U-2 was a spy-plane
but that he had not authorized the flight – since that would imply that he was not in
control of his defence policy. For Khrushchev, however, the flights had always been an
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intrusion which exposed the Soviet Union’s vulnerability; anything which could be
done to reduce that vulnerability could and should be done. Though there is no
conclusive evidence that either Eisenhower or Khrushchev deliberately provoked the
incident in order to scuttle the Paris summit, both sides acted in ways which seemed
designed to provoke the other (Beschloss 1986: 371–2, 376-7). The U-2 incident in that
sense was the focus of antagonism which already existed over other issues such as
Germany and arms control. In any event, the Eisenhower administration closed with
US–Soviet relations in a state of disarray, the goal of accommodation seemingly as
distant as at any time during his tenure of office.

KENNEDY AND KHRUSHCHEV

Kennedy injected a new dynamism into the cold war, beginning with the election
campaign in which the notorious issue of the ‘missile gap’ played a central part. The
launch of Sputnik in 1957 had engendered deep anxiety in the United States since it
demonstrated that the Soviet Union was ahead in missile technology. The shooting
down of the U-2 was further evidence of Soviet advances in rocketry. In actuality
these dramatic instances belied the reality that the gap was very much in the United
States’ favour by the time of the election of 1960, as Eisenhower well knew from CIA
photo-espionage. He refused, however, to provide hard evidence since that would
involve revealing the extent of the U-2 programme and showing the photographs to
the public (Ambrose 1984: 562). The result was that Kennedy was able to stoke the
fire of public anxiety about Russia’s lead in the arms race which had been building
during Eisenhower’s second administration.

In truth the issue was about more than numbers of missiles. In a striking reprise of
the 1952 election, during the 1960 election campaign the incumbent administration
was accused of losing the initiative in the cold war, while the challenging party, in this
case the Democrats, presented itself as the party of dynamism and change. In March
1960 Senator Fulbright, who within a few years was to emerge as a leading opponent
of the Vietnam war, gave a speech which is virtually a replay of John Foster Dulles’s
most strident ‘New Look’ speeches of the early 1950s. ‘We endure in an era of total
crisis’, he said, adding that ‘we have never faced an antagonist quite like this one. The
Soviet Union swiftly leaped from the oxcart to the moon. It rose from a second-rate
underdeveloped country to loom menacingly over the world.’ For all its riches, the
United States had failed to use them to maintain its defences at a level appropriate to
its economic power and to the level of the Soviet threat. The fault lay with President
Eisenhower – with his complacency and refusal to heed the advice of his military
advisers. Furthermore, communism was on the offensive in Asia and the Soviet Union
was mounting a ‘worldwide trade offensive aimed primarily at us’ (Smith 1964: 653,
655, 656).

The scene was set for Kennedy’s inaugural address, which in its rhetorical
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flourishes set the tone for that curious mixture of tough-minded pragmatism and
idealism which characterized the Kennedy presidency. Aiming his words at a world
rather than simply an American audience, Kennedy announced that ‘we shall pay
any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose any foe
to assure the survival and the success of liberty’ (Kennedy 1962: 1). More specific
about what this meant in policy terms, however, was his State of the Union Address
given a few days later. After surveying the world scene in terms very much like
those of Fulbright, he proposed that in order to meet the challenges the United
States must ‘first . . . strengthen our military tools’. He promised enhanced and
more flexible conventional forces, coupled with an acceleration of missile and
Polaris submarine programmes. Second came an improvement in ‘our economic
tools’, involving expanded foreign aid to developing countries, an Alliance for
Progress for Latin America, and the opening of trade links with Eastern Europe ‘in
order . . . to help reestablish historic ties of friendship’. The scale of the challenge
was such, he observed, that ‘the response must be towering and unprecedented,
much as lend-lease and the Marshall Plan were in earlier years’. Finally, ‘we must
sharpen our political and diplomatic tools’, by expanding the disarmament effort,
supporting the United Nations, and cooperating with the Soviet Union and other
nations ‘to invoke the wonders of science instead of its terrors’ (Kennedy 1962:
23, 24, 26).

If this sounded like a pure cold war agenda, Kennedy was nevertheless at pains to
stress that ‘our greatest challenge is still the world that lies beyond the cold war’ – by
which it appears he meant the developing nations – and that the United States must
increase its support of the United Nations ‘as an instrument to end the cold war instead
of an arena in which to fight it’. The bottom line, however, was indicated by his statement
that ‘the first great obstacle is still our relations with the Soviet Union and Communist
China’ (Kennedy 1962: 23). While the crises over the arms race, Cuba, and other areas
of the Third World are covered in the following two chapters, at this point we can
attempt an assessment of Kennedy’s overall stance towards the problems which
dominated his in-tray.

Kennedy, as he himself admitted, came late to ‘liberalism’: ‘some people have their
liberalism “made” by the time they reach their late 20s. I didn’t. I was caught in cross
currents and eddies. It was only later that I got into the stream of things’ (Heath 1976:
24). As a young Congressman, and subsequently Senator, he had been in the van of
those calling for a tough anti-communist stance both domestically and overseas. He
had been prominent among those decrying the ‘loss’ of China and had temporized
over McCarthyism, suggesting, along with his lukewarm support of black civil rights
during the 1950s, a less than solid commitment to the agenda of the Democratic Party’s
liberal wing. By the 1960 election, however, he had identified himself with the liberal
agenda, if only cautiously.

Of course, given the fluidity of party lines, liberalism in its American guise admits of
multiple applications. In its broad meaning it can refer to the whole tradition of
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American political culture stemming from its Lockean and eighteenth-century roots
(Hartz 1955: 3–32). In its narrower twentieth-century meaning it refers to the reform
tradition identified with the ‘progressivism’ of Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson, through Franklin Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’ to the ‘New Frontier’ and ‘Great
Society’ programmes of Kennedy and Johnson. A yet narrower application of the term
is to the leftward end of this reform tradition, but characteristically those who termed
themselves liberals (and there was a time when it was not considered a dirty word)
exploited the multiple levels of the term. In calling himself a liberal Kennedy was thus
aiming at inclusiveness, not exclusiveness in defining his political position. He was in
effect redefining the centre of the political spectrum. At any rate, by the time he came
to office, domestically liberalism meant active government to manage the economy
and to promote civil rights, combined with a rhetoric of social idealism. Abroad it
similarly implied activism in pursuit of American interests but in conjunction with the
goal of cooperation with the Soviet Union and the principle of self-determination for
all nations. In essence it differed little from the characteristic American amalgam of
nationalism and internationalism enunciated so clearly by Woodrow Wilson some forty
years earlier. Kennedy’s personality, however, and the context of international affairs
gave it a new stripe.

Doubtless it is possible to overplay Kennedy’s ‘youthful idealism’ in accounting for
his foreign policy. Without reference to the fresh injection of pace and drive which
Kennedy brought to the presidency, however, it is impossible to understand the peculiar
mixture of combativeness and conciliation which characterized his policy-making. In
some respects he was no less cautious in practice than Eisenhower had been – indeed
he was more so if we reflect that he never attempted anything as grandiose as
Eisenhower’s open skies proposal – but many of his statements and policy positions
served to heighten the profile of cold war antagonism within the arena of world politics.
The inaugural address itself, which was aimed at a world as well as a domestic audience,
was a political and moral call to arms designed to wrest the high ground from the
Soviet Union. Conciliatory gestures were wrapped up in crusading rhetoric.

The world Kennedy faced in 1961 was more diverse and in many respects more
volatile than the one faced by Eisenhower in 1953, posing particular difficulties in
assessing the various threats to American interests and in formulating policies to deal
with them. What exactly did self-determination mean in a world in which newly
independent nations were subject to the Soviet goal, as Kennedy put it in an interview
with the editor of Izvestia, of ‘communizing the world’ (Kennedy 1962: 742)? What
could ‘peace’ mean in a world in which the superpowers had the capacity to destroy
each other and perhaps the globe itself? What was to be made of the split between the
Soviet Union and China? Could it be exploited to America’s advantage or was it simply
a family quarrel which made no difference to the essential reality that communists
were communists the world over?

If in each of these areas the threat issued from a single source – world communism
– then there could be no let up in the cold war. If, however, as Kennedy and his
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advisers were aware, there was a process of fragmentation in the communist bloc, if
developing nations had their own national agendas and were not eager to rush into
the arms of the Soviet Union or China, and if the real danger in the arms race was
nuclear war itself, meaning that nuclear weapons could hardly be considered to be
usable, then the cold war policy agenda needed substantial revision. Policy must be
more flexible, more ‘particularist’ in its focus, more accommodating to the diversity
of the threats. ‘Flexible response’ indeed became the label applied to the declared
policies of the Kennedy administration. Actual policy, however, as we have seen in
Kennedy’s State of the Union message, represented a strengthening of America’s
means of righting the cold war across the board of political, economic and defence
policy. Why the gap between the apparent acknowledgement of diversity and the
promotion of policies which seemed premised upon the vision of an essentially
unitary threat?

John Gaddis has offered a plausible explanation. ‘What happened during the Kennedy
administration’, he writes, ‘was a contraction of the threats mixed with a proliferation
of means over and above what the previous incumbent had been willing to supply.’
This was so, he continues, because ‘what the Kennedy and Johnson administrations
came to fear most, was not communism, which was too fragmented, or the Soviet
Union, which was too committed to détente, or even China, which was too impotent,
but rather the threat of embarrassment, of humiliation, of appearing to be weak’ (Gaddis
1982: 213, 212).

Considerations of prestige, of being seen to be standing firm in the eyes of allies
as well as potential enemies, undoubtedly played an important role. There is, however,
another way of reading the Kennedy dilemma, and this is to start from the proposition
that the formulation of positive foreign policy goals is ultimately determined by
negative priorities. The chief negative in question here was the need to deny to
communism opportunities to expand its spheres of influence. Positive goals –
disarmament, the reduction of East–West tension, and the promotion of self-
determination in developing countries – were forced to run the gauntlet of the
fundamental need to deny communism opportunities to advance. When it came to a
choice between promotion of the positive and adherence to the negative, the latter
frequently won out simply because the uncertainties inherent in the competitive
relationship with communism dictated strategies of denial where the risks of failure
were so great. However real the reduction in the communist threat appeared to be,
it could rarely override the possibility that its moves were merely tactical, its
moderation a mask for expansion.

Viewed in this light, the remarkable feature of Kennedy’s policy-making as
compared with his predecessor was the size of the gap between his positive aspiration
to reduce tension and the enhanced means adopted to wage the cold war. The gap
was filled, it could be said, by ‘liberalism’, which gave a positive, activist, and idealist
gloss to the strategies of denial. In actuality, while Gaddis’s assessment of the
narrowing of the communist threat may hold for the last year of Kennedy’s
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administration – by which time the Sino–Soviet split was in the public realm and
the conclusion of the missile crisis had broken the log-jam in the test-ban negotiations
– Kennedy’s first two years in office were profoundly crisis-ridden. The consolidation
of Castro’s revolution in Cuba represented a large breach in the wall of the Monroe
Doctrine. The missile crisis arose seemingly from an attempt by the Soviet Union to
reorder the nuclear balance in its favour. Soviet pressure in Berlin tested the West’s
commitment to that anomalous feature of an otherwise tidy division of Europe. The
eruption of conflict in Laos in 1961 posed a threat not only to efforts to create a
neutral Laos but to the stability of South Vietnam, since the North Vietnamese
supported the radical Pathet Lao as part of the larger struggle to liberate Indo-China.
Across the entire policy agenda communist initiatives seemed to undermine any
hope that accommodation might be possible.

Khrushchev himself gave out contradictory signals. At his meeting with Kennedy in
Vienna in June 1961 little progress was achieved on matters of substance, though the
two leaders established a respectful, if not warm, relationship which was followed up
in a remarkably frank and sustained exchange of letters over the next two years
(Beschloss 1991: 318-20, 326). Hanging like a cloud over the Vienna meeting was the
crisis over Berlin, a repeat of the events of 1958–9. Leaving discussion of the arms race
and Third World confrontations to the following chapter, we must consider here that
piece of unfinished business left over from 1945.

Khrushchev’s threat in 1961, as it had been in 1958, was to dictate a solution to
the as yet unresolved issue of the status of the two Germanys and within that of
West Berlin. Though in a de facto sense the two Germanys were sovereign states, in
the absence of a treaty formalizing their existence, they were still subject to Four-
Power control under the Potsdam agreement of July 1945. This included the question
of Western access to West Berlin which lay some one hundred miles inside East
German territory. West Berlin had become an escape route for East Germans,
particularly among the professional classes. It was also a base from which the West
could conduct propaganda and espionage. Khrushchev’s threat was that he would
sign a separate treaty with East Germany, recognizing its sovereignty over its own
territory and turning over control of access to Berlin to the new East German
government. Four-Power rights would thus be terminated, though Berlin itself would
become a ‘free city’.

In 1961, as in 1958, Khrushchev set a deadline of six months for Western agreement
to these terms. In the earlier case the tension was resolved following Eisenhower’s
agreement to set a date for a summit meeting (the abortive Paris summit of 1960). In
1961, however, after the stalemate at Vienna, there was no room for movement, and as
anxiety rose during the summer Kennedy braced himself and the American public for
crisis, much as Truman had done in 1948. ‘The immediate threat to free men is in West
Berlin’, Kennedy declared in a television broadcast, ‘but that isolated outpost is not an
isolated problem. The threat is worldwide.’ He called on Congress to pass an emergency
defence appropriation, to increase army manpower, step up draft calls, and reactivate
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ships and planes destined to be retired. A civil defence programme, already planned,
was speeded up (Kennedy 1962: 533, 535–6).

The Soviet response, which was to erect a barbed wire barrier between East and
West Berlin on the night of 13 August and subsequently a wall, was both provocative
and ultimately decisive in resolving the immediate crisis, if not the issue of West
Berlin’s formal status. Neither side gained its positive goals but each gained a negative:
Khrushchev in sealing off West from East Berlin and Kennedy in denying to the
Soviets a revision of the agreement on the status of the city. The result, as it had been
in Korea, was in one sense a return to the status quo ante, but also a hardening of
the lines, which meant that the divided city would become a potent symbol of the
global differences between the superpowers. Kennedy’s famous assertion, made
during a visit to the city in June 1963, that ‘all free men, wherever they may live, are
citizens of Berlin’ and that therefore ‘as a free man I take pride in the words “Ich bin
ein Berliner”’ confirmed that Berlin would remain a test of the West’s global resolve
(Kennedy 1964: 525).

It is an indication, however, of the deep contradictions inherent in superpower
relations that this statement should have come only ten days after an equally significant
public pronouncement in which Kennedy had presented a very different face to the
world. His American University address of 10 June had counselled a rededication to
peace and a re-examination of Americans’ attitudes towards the Soviet Union and the
cold war. Lacking the rhetorical expansiveness of his inaugural address, the tone was
measured and conciliatory; it accentuated the positive. It was redolent, not of the uneasy
stalemate over Berlin but of the post-missile crisis thaw in relations with the Soviet
Union, signalled by the establishment of a ‘hot-line’ between Washington and Moscow
enabling swift communication in times of crisis and by the encouraging progress
towards the conclusion of a test ban treaty (signed in July). Significantly, in an adaptation
of Woodrow Wilson’s call in 1917 to ‘make the world safe for democracy’, Kennedy
hoped to enlist the Soviet Union’s help to ‘make the world safe for diversity’ (Kennedy
1964: 462).

As a statement of Kennedy’s aspirations the American University speech was both
forthright and consistent. As a guide for action, however, it was bedevilled by two
entrenched features of cold war rivalry. In the first place, the limits to diversity had
already been set by both sides in ways which precluded any agreed definition. As
regards those nations of the world which were already included within one or another
of the blocs, toleration of diversity was conditional upon broad acceptance that the
cold war divide was still the determining factor in world politics. Even departures
from within the blocs – China’s from the communist bloc and France’s withdrawal
from NATO – did not mean defection to the other side. In those nations,
predominantly in the Third World, which sought detachment from one or another
bloc or where the struggle was unresolved there was always the danger, as
superpower policy-makers saw it, that toleration of diversity might mean a concession
to the other side.
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Secondly, since the key points of conflict between the United States and the Soviet
Union developed at different speeds and raised quite different issues, a solution in one
area, even if it were achievable, did not necessarily carry over into the others. The
(albeit temporary and partial) détente in the arms race in 1963 had no influence, for
example, on the conflict in Vietnam where during the summer and autumn of that
year political crisis in the South and stepped-up pressure from the North combined to
set the United States on its course of large-scale intervention. In short, each of the
three major areas of contention – Europe, the arms race, and the Third World – had a
dynamic of its own. It would be some years before Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger
would attempt to resolve that dilemma via the concept of ‘linkage’.
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